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Important Information     

SOME TIBCO SOFTWARE EMBEDS OR BUNDLES OTHER TIBCO SOFTWARE. USE OF 
SUCH EMBEDDED OR BUNDLED TIBCO SOFTWARE IS SOLELY TO ENABLE THE 
FUNCTIONALITY (OR PROVIDE LIMITED ADD-ON FUNCTIONALITY) OF THE 
LICENSED TIBCO SOFTWARE. THE EMBEDDED OR BUNDLED SOFTWARE IS NOT 
LICENSED TO BE USED OR ACCESSED BY ANY OTHER TIBCO SOFTWARE OR FOR 
ANY OTHER PURPOSE. 

USE OF TIBCO SOFTWARE AND THIS DOCUMENT IS SUBJECT TO THE TERMS AND 
CONDITIONS OF A LICENSE AGREEMENT FOUND IN EITHER A SEPARATELY 
EXECUTED SOFTWARE LICENSE AGREEMENT, OR, IF THERE IS NO SUCH SEPARATE 
AGREEMENT, THE CLICKWRAP END USER LICENSE AGREEMENT WHICH IS 
DISPLAYED DURING DOWNLOAD OR INSTALLATION OF THE SOFTWARE (AND 
WHICH IS DUPLICATED IN THE LICENSE FILE) OR IF THERE IS NO SUCH SOFTWARE 
LICENSE AGREEMENT OR CLICKWRAP END USER LICENSE AGREEMENT, THE 
LICENSE(S) LOCATED IN THE “LICENSE” FILE(S) OF THE SOFTWARE. USE OF THIS 
DOCUMENT IS SUBJECT TO THOSE TERMS AND CONDITIONS, AND YOUR USE 
HEREOF SHALL CONSTITUTE ACCEPTANCE OF AND AN AGREEMENT TO BE 
BOUND BY THE SAME. 

This document contains confidential information that is subject to U.S. and international 
copyright laws and treaties. No part of this document may be reproduced in any form 
without the written authorization of TIBCO Software Inc. 

TIBCO, Two-Second Advantage, TIBCO Nimbus, TIBCO Nimbus Player iPhone Edition and 
tibbr are either registered trademarks or trademarks of TIBCO Software Inc. in the United 
States and/or other countries. 

All other product and company names and marks mentioned in this document are the 
property of their respective owners and are mentioned for identification purposes only. 

THIS SOFTWARE MAY BE AVAILABLE ON MULTIPLE OPERATING SYSTEMS. 
HOWEVER, NOT ALL OPERATING SYSTEM PLATFORMS FOR A SPECIFIC SOFTWARE 
VERSION ARE RELEASED AT THE SAME TIME. SEE THE README FILE FOR THE 
AVAILABILITY OF THIS SOFTWARE VERSION ON A SPECIFIC OPERATING SYSTEM 
PLATFORM. 

THIS DOCUMENT IS PROVIDED “AS IS” WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, 
EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED 
WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR 
NON-INFRINGEMENT. 

THIS DOCUMENT COULD INCLUDE TECHNICAL INACCURACIES OR 
TYPOGRAPHICAL ERRORS. CHANGES ARE PERIODICALLY ADDED TO THE 
INFORMATION HEREIN; THESE CHANGES WILL BE INCORPORATED IN NEW 
EDITIONS OF THIS DOCUMENT. TIBCO SOFTWARE INC. MAY MAKE 
IMPROVEMENTS AND/OR CHANGES IN THE PRODUCT(S) AND/OR THE 
PROGRAM(S) DESCRIBED IN THIS DOCUMENT AT ANY TIME. 

THE CONTENTS OF THIS DOCUMENT MAY BE MODIFIED AND/OR QUALIFIED, 
DIRECTLY OR INDIRECTLY, BY OTHER DOCUMENTATION WHICH ACCOMPANIES 
THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO ANY RELEASE NOTES AND 
"READ ME" FILES. 

Copyright © 1993-2016 TIBCO Software Inc. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. 

TIBCO Software Inc. Confidential Information. 
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Preface 

TIBCO Nimbus™ is a process management platform that allows organizations to 
capture and deploy its business processes in a format and language that is easily 
understood by all employees. The result: it becomes easier and faster for the right 
employees to do the right thing at the right time, reducing inefficiency and risk 
and improving compliance. 

 

• Typographical Conventions 

• Connecting with TIBCO Resources 
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Typographical Conventions 

The following typographical conventions are used in this manual. 

General Typographical Conventions  

Convention Use 

TIBCO_HOME  

ENV_NAME  

NIMBUS_ 
HOME  

Many TIBCO products must be installed within the same home directory. 
This directory is referenced in documentation as TIBCO_HOME. The 
default value of TIBCO_HOME depends on the operating system. For 
example, on Windows systems, the default value is C:\Tibco Nimbus. 

Other TIBCO products are installed into an installation environment. 
Incompatible products and multiple instances of the same product are 
installed into different installation environments. An environment home 
directory is referenced in documentation as ENV_HOME. The default 
value of ENV_HOME depends on the operating system. For example, on 
Windows systems the default value is C:\tibco. 

TIBCO Nimbus installs into a directory within TIBCO_HOME. This 
directory is referenced in documentation as NIMBUS_HOME. The default 
value of NIMBUS_HOME depends on the operating system. For example 
on Windows systems, the default value is C:\TIBCO Nimbus. 

code font  

Code font identifies commands, code examples, filenames, pathnames, 
and output displayed in a command window. For example: 

Use MyCommand to start the foo process. 

bold code font 

Bold code font is used in the following ways: 

In procedures, to indicate what a user types. For example: Type admin.  

In large code samples, to indicate the parts of the sample that are of 
particular interest. 

In command syntax, to indicate the default parameter for a command. For 
example, if no parameter is specified, MyCommand is enabled:  
MyCommand [ enable | disable]  
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italic font  

Italic font is used in the following ways:  

To indicate a document title. For example: See TIBCO Nimbus 
Administration Guide. 

To introduce new terms For example: A portal page may contain several 
portlets. Portlets are mini-applications that run in a portal. 

To indicate a variable in a command or code syntax that you must 
replace. For example: MyCommand PathName  

Key 
combinations 

Key name separated by a plus sign indicate keys pressed simultaneously. 
For example: Ctrl+C . 

Key names separated by a comma and space indicate keys pressed one 
after the other. For example: Esc , Ctrl+Q. 

 

The note icon indicates information that is of special interest or 
importance, for example, an additional action required only in certain 
circumstances. 

 

 

The tip icon indicates an idea that could be useful, for example, a way to 
apply the information provided in the current section to achieve a specific 
result. 

 

 

The warning icon indicates the potential for a damaging situation, for 
example, data loss or corruption if certain steps are taken or not taken. 

Connecting with TIBCO Resources 

How to Join TIBCOmmunity  

TIBCOmmunity is an online destination for TIBCO customers, partners, and 
resident experts, a place to share and access the collective experience of the 
TIBCO community. TIBCOmmunity offers forums, blogs, and access to a variety of 
resources. To register, go to http://www.tibcommunity.com. 

How to Access All TIBCO Documentation 

After you join TIBCOmmunity, you can access the documentation for all 
supported product versions here:  

https://docs.tibco.com/  

How to Contact TIBCO Nimbus Support 

For comments or problems with this manual or the software it addresses, please 
contact TIBCO Nimbus Support as follows. 
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For an overview of TIBCO Nimbus Support, and information about getting 
started with TIBCO Support, visit this site: 

http://www.tibco.com/services/support  

If you already have a valid maintenance or support contract, visit this site: 

https://support.tibco.com  

Entry to this site requires a user name and password. If you do not have a user 
name, you can request one. 

Release Notes 

Check the TIBCO Product Support web site at https://support.tibco.com for 
product information that was not available at release time. Entry to this site 
requires a username and password. If you do not have a username, you can 
request one. You must have a valid maintenance or support contract to use this 
site. 

 

• New Features 

• Changes in Functionality 

• Deprecated and Removed Features 

• Migration and Compatibility 

• Closed Issues 

• Known Issues  

• System Requirements  
 

• Withdrawal of Software  
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Upgrading to TIBCO Nimbus 

If you are upgrading from a previous major version you must first migrate your 
data to make it compatible with this version. Please refer to the TIBCO Nimbus 
Administration Guide for instructions on upgrading an existing installation and 
migrating your data. 

After upgrading the Web Server it is advisable to stop the Web Server and delete 
the existing Cache table (default directory is C:\Nimbus Control\Cache). When 
the Web Server is restarted the new Cache table will be created which has 
improved indexing.  

If you have any questions regarding upgrading an existing installation please 
contact TIBCO Nimbus Support: 

https://support.tibco.com  

TIBCO Nimbus Storyboard Player iPhone Edition 

You can download the TIBCO Nimbus Storyboard Player app to your iPhone, 
iPad and iPod from the Apple iTunes store at: 

https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/tibco-nimbus-storyboard-
player/id891289413?ls=1&mt=8 
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New Features 

This section lists new features for the following components:  

• Database 

• TIBCO Nimbus Author Client 

• TIBCO Nimbus Web Server 

Database 

• The database engine signature key has been changed. For existing data, the 
migration application has been updated to switch the signature to the new 
one. 

Author Client 

Maps and Diagrams 

• Authors are now able to add content to process diagrams in addition to 
activities. Documents and statement links can be attached to a diagram from 
within the diagram information dialog. This information can also be included 
in a customized report. 

• Contributors who are also diagram owners can now manage authorizers, 
reviewers and access rights. Additionally they can request authorizations, 
reviews and unlock diagrams. 

• To ensure users can continue to view their processes in migrated repositories, 
the Modern mode and Author Client are able to co-exist. In map properties, 
users will be given the option to view processes in either Classic mode (view 
only in the web), or Modern mode (view and edit in the web). Users selecting 
the Modern mode option must run the report identifying which items will 
not be compatible when using Modern mode. 

Documents 

• Administrators can perform a mass import of URLs with headers and 
respective drop down menus into the document registry via .csv file. 

Statement Sets 

• Administrators, statement set managers and statement set administrators are 
now able to export a statement set and attached data tables to a .csv file. The 
export format is the same format used for the statement set import. 

Data Tables 

• Upon installation an <Activity-DEFAULT> RACI data table (Responsible, 
Accountable, Consulted, and Informed) is added to the system tables in the 
data table management console. The use of this data table is configured in 
map properties, advanced settings. 
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Reports 

• Authors can directly attach and remove statement links, to and from activities 
and process diagrams, via the Diagrams>Activities (SIPOC) report.  

Subscriptions 

• Setting up subscriptions to master process diagrams has been enhanced.  You 
can select a ‘Dynamic’ option, which includes the diagram owner, author or 
the primary email contact.  The ‘Dynamic’ user will be notified by email 
about any feedback that’s added to the diagram. Additionally, the email 
notification received by subscribers will contain the feedback comments as 
well as a link to the process diagram. 

Templates 

• Use the menu function link and insert field capability to count and present 
process and diagram information from statement set folders, master 
documents and input and output flow line links in a template. 
 

• The template menu function displays both draft and master documents. 

Web Server 

Maps and Diagrams 

• Diagram authors can view a list of maps and map folders from the processes 
page. You can then choose to open either the draft or master version via a 
link. Authors with the correct permissions can create, rename, delete or move 
a map into a folder from the processes page using Modern mode. 
 

• A processes search filter has been added to the processes page allowing users 
to search for processes across folders. The filter results will only display those 
diagrams you have permission to view. 

 

• Diagram authors can create, view, rename, set access rights, and delete 
process map folders from the processes page. 

 

• Contributors who are also diagram owners can manage authorizers, 
reviewers and access rights. Additionally, they can request authorizations, 
reviews and unlock diagrams. 

Modern Mode 

• A User Tour has been provided to demonstrate the basics of diagram 
creation, enrichment and guidelines for best practice (UPN methodology).  
Users can access the tour any time during map editing, and can navigate 
forwards and backwards through the tour content as required. 

• UPN (Universal process notation) methodology 
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UPN methodology will be applied to all new and existing process 
diagrams with a view to assisting and encouraging best practice for new 
and established users.  An activity should contain the following criteria: 

 

• Activity Verb / Noun - What should we do?  

• Input - When should we do it?   

• Resource - Who should be doing it?  

• Output - Why should we be doing it? 

 

A validation message will be offered when editing the diagram, alerting 
the user to any criteria that’s missing. Users will be prompted to add 
missing text before moving onto enriching their diagrams.   

Additionally, when the user creates a drilldown, the input and output 
scope is automatically defined by the parent activity, further assisting and 
encouraging UPN methodology. 

The UPN functionality is currently set as default. 

 

• The action of creating a drilldown has been significantly improved. Users are 
now able to create a drilldown from directly within a process activity, 
without the need of accessing the activity asset panel. 
 

• Enriching activities has been made simpler; data tables and statement set 
links can be added to activities within Modern mode. 

 

• Authors can edit text directly on a diagram object to enhance process capture. 
 

• Objects can be moved between diagrams within an existing process map.  
You can move objects such as activities, flow lines, images and text boxes, 
from a source diagram to another part of the process map. To move objects, 
the source and destination diagrams must both be in draft and you must have 
the required access rights. 

Statement Sets 

• Administrators and statement set managers can access the statement set 
management console from the navigation bar. This new functionality will 
allow users with the correct permissions to create, view, rename, delete and 
manage access rights on statement set folders.  Additionally, it’s now possible 
to move statement sets between folders. 
 

• When audits are performed against a statement or statement link, the user 
can edit their own statement or statement link audit record once it has been 
saved. 

 
General 
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• The entire Web Server UI has undergone significant re-branding.  The areas 
reviewed and updated include CSS, layout, colors, styles, icons, buttons and 
text. 

 

• Banners have been redesigned to provide a consistent format throughout the 
product. 

 

• Alert banners highlight an issue that requires the user to understand and 

act upon before being able to proceed. 

• Information banners display advice that may be helpful to the user. 

• Action banners require the user to act upon an option. 

• Success banners inform users an action has been performed successfully. 

 

• The clickable area on calendar buttons has been increased to make it easier 
for users to select dates for authorizations etc. 
 

• When a user opens a document or diagram to which new feedback or a reply 
has been added, an indicator is now visible on the feedback icon alerting the 
user to the new content. 

• The search has been enhanced across the product. A user can make changes 
to a diagram, and a new indexing method is used to update the search 
capability faster than waiting for SSYNC to be run. 

Changes in Functionality 

The ability to add a role as an authorizer for diagrams and documents has been 

removed. 

Deprecated and Removed Features 

There are no changes to functionality in this release. 

Migration and Compatibility 

The upgrade migration to v10.0.0 requires the administrator to select an option to 
ensure password security. Following an update to the password hashing 
algorithm, some users may find their passwords have become invalid and 
require resetting. Passwords will remain unchanged for all users. However if 
post migration, a user finds their password invalid they should select the ‘Forgot 
your password?’ link, and follow the ‘Reset password’ procedure. 

The password of the administrator performing the upgrade will remain 

unchanged. 

Users without a valid email address will be required to contact their 
administrator to reset their passwords. 
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If you are upgrading from a previous major version you must first migrate the 
data to make it compatible with this version. Please refer to the TIBCO Nimbus 
Administration Guide for instructions on migrating your data. 

Note that from version 9.3, scheduled tasks are managed by the Nimbus Batch 
Server. During migration, any scheduled tasks that exist in the process repository 
will be copied to the Nimbus Batch Server. After the migration has finished you 
can compare the timings of the scheduled reports in TIBCO Nimbus to the 
timings in Windows Scheduled Tasks. If the timings match then the original tasks 
in Windows Task Scheduler can be removed from the server. 

If you have any questions regarding data migration please contact TIBCO 
Nimbus Support: 

https://support.tibco.com  
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Closed Issues 

The table in this section lists issues that were closed in this release. 

Key (ID SR) Description 

NIMW-881 There was a performance issue when loading the resource library, 
after migrating from v8.1.5 to v9.1.2. 

NIMW-882 The Documents Report was not working as expected in the Author 
Client. 

NIMW-957 When migrating the process repository from v9.5.1 to v9.6.0, the 
business control data table fields were being deleted. 

NIMW-1106 It was not possible to apply fonts, styles, sizes, or colors to text in the 
‘Additional Language Field’. 

NIMW-1113 Contributors who also have Change Module would receive various 
error messages when synchronized via LDAP. 

NIMW-1193 When deleting a document from the Document Registry, it would be 
removed from the registry; however the document was still 
accessible from the diagram activity. 

NIMW-1215 An access violation error was being displayed when users were 
attempting to delete a drilldown on a specific diagram level. 

NIMW-1254 No data was being returned when users were attempting to run the 
‘Document > Change Request > All Documents’ scheduled report. 

NIMW-1272 There was a small memory leak in the Web Server affecting maps 
that used placeholders. 

NIMW-1295 An ElevateDB Error was being displayed when user were 
attempting to run a data table report. 

NIMW-1301 There was an incorrect translation in the German language variant. 

NIMW-1356 There was a small memory leak when deleting a process map in the 
Web Server.  

NIMW-1362 An error message was being displayed when a user was attempting 
to click the ‘Go to Destination’ link from within the ‘Flow Lines 
Link’ report. 

NIMW-1366 There was a performance issue when deleting storyboards. 

NIMW-1374 Formatting applied to activity text was being saved only for the 
primary language and not additional languages. 
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Key (ID SR) Description 

NIMW-1392 New authorizers added to an ‘Authorization Pending’ diagram were 
not receiving ‘To-Do’ notifications. 

NIMW-1470 Diagrams displayed in storyboard playback were rendering 
differently compared to the live diagram in the Web Server. 

NIMW-1479 TFieldDataProvider in uActiveScriptItems was not implemented 
correctly. 

NIMW-1508 The ‘Forgotten password’ link was confirming username validity.  

NIMW-1519 When a user chose to include an ‘External Application Link’ or 
attach an internal document.  They would be printed to the 
previously selected printer rather than to PDF. 

NIMW-1521 The ‘Description Field’ in reports was limited to displaying 250 
characters. 

NIMW-1538 Text containing a complex font was not being wrapped by the 
CKEditor.  

NIMW-1541 Flow line text in the Author Client was aligning to the wrong 
position of a text box. 

NIMW-1546 The IsSignOffComplete function was not taking dynamic user into 
account. 

NIMW-1575 

SR-512 

The commentary text icon was displaying incorrectly after a v9.4.0 
upgrade. 

NIMW-1576 An access violation error was being displayed when a user clicked 
‘Recover’ in the empty ‘Deletion Recovery Manager’. 

NIMW-1608 An access violation error was being displayed when using style rules 
on a data table in a statement set. 

NIMW-1664 When viewing recurring reviews on diagrams, users were unable to 
edit the notes field. 

NIMW-1665 When viewing recurring reviews on documents, users were unable 
to edit the notes field. 

NIMW-1671 An ElevateDB error was being displayed when a new change 
request was created on a document. 

NIMW-1672 An access violation error was occasionally being displayed when 
changing the owner or author of a diagram or document which had 
change requests attached. 
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Key (ID SR) Description 

NIMW-1683 An error message was being displayed for some users trying to print 
to PDF from within the Web Server. 

NIMW-1684 It was not possible to add or delete ‘Links’ to or from multiple 
change requests in both diagrams and documents. 

NIMW-1723 If the archive access was set to zero, the scenario/archive combo in 
the Author Client was displaying archives across all maps instead of 
just the current map.   

NIMW-1815 

SR-807271 

An ElevateDB error was being displayed when users attempted to 
schedule a .csv import for statement sets. 

NIMW-1856 One of the diagram reports was not showing attached diagram 
information links to documents. 

NIMW-1900 When trying the use the 'share' function in the Web Server to send a 
link to a user, the system would not recognize anyone in the 'End 
Users' group. 

NIMW-1934 

SR-808014 

Newly created change requests had To-Dos that could not be 
completed. Although displaying the status ‘Completed’, a change 
request that had been created in the Web Server on a master, and 
resolved in the Author Client, was still visible from the authors To-
Do list but could not be progressed. 

NIMW-1937 

SR-768745 

An access violation error was being displayed in v9.1.0 to v9.2.0 
migration when attempting to migrate a .cpk file.  

NIMW-1957 

SR-775921 

When using the Nimbus Author Client language variant in German, 
French or Japanese, an error message was being displayed if the user 
tried to delete a drilldown. 

NIMW-1960 

SR-772349 

The map selection option would not update selected maps in v9.5.1 
and v9.3.0 unless the web logs ini. file was deleted. 

NIMW-2018 

SR-807527 

SR-809650 

An ElevateDB 1004 error message was being displayed when 
exporting and importing a diagram .cpk. 
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Key (ID SR) Description 

NIMW-2047 

 

When changing diagram access rights, an incorrect version number 
was being included in the history audit log. 

NIMW-2116 The SQL Export was including the diagram URL in both the 
Diagrams and Attachments table. 

NIMW-2131 

SR-784012 

The commentary text language variant was being removed after a 
style sheet had been applied. 

NIMW-2148 

SR-706949 

SR-809402 

A Floating point error message was being displayed when trying to 
access the Archive Manager in the Document Registry. 

NIMW-2165 

SR-717620 

An access violation error was being displayed when users were 
attempting to promote a diagram. 

NIMW-2167 When attempting to export a diagram report, the results were not as 
expected. 

NIMW-2187 

SR-722012 

If the SAP Solution Manager export was activated, an ElevateDB 
Error 401 message was being displayed when the user attempted to 
add a template to a diagram. 

NIMW-2195 

SR-779800 

During LDAP synchronization, the removal of the manager in 
Active Directory was not reflected in the Nimbus Author Client 
‘Reports To’ field. It remained populated in both the Author Client 
and the Web Server. 

NIMW-2213 

SR-707605 

An access violation error was being displayed when attempting to 
run a data table based scheduled report. 

NIMW-2216 

SR-776803 

When generating any sort of email (e.g Acknowledgement) for 
storyboards, in a draft state, the incorrect URL was provided which 
lead to the master version. 

NIMW-2220 

SR-710774 

Commentary text was being saved for the primary language only 
and not additional languages. 

NIMW-2312 Following an update to the password hashing algorithm, it has 
become necessary for some existing users to reset their passwords. 
The upgrade migration to v10.0.0 requires the administrator to select 
an option to ensure password security. The password reset is 
managed via the Web Server password reset link. 
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Key (ID SR) Description 

NIMW-2356 If the SAP Solution Manager export was activated, an ElevateDB 
Error 401 message was being displayed when the user attempted to 
delete a template from a diagram. 

NIMW-2361 Flow line text entered using the object details panel in Modern mode 
was not being saved. 

NIMW-2384 Resources on diagrams were not being updated prior to report 
generation. If a diagram contained 2 different resources and those 
resources were merged, the merge wasn’t reflected on the report 
until the diagram was reopened. 

NIMW-2385 Searches containing an ampersand were not being handled correctly 
by the keyword search. 

NIMW-2387 

SR-729982 

The incorrect change request name was being displayed in the 
SSYNC To-Do log file. 

NIMW-2395 

SR-767134 

A map that utilized the <AUTHORISORS LIST>  text field, was 
displaying as expected on maps, but not in storyboards based on 
those maps. 

NIMW-2436 

SR-729557 

Users were receiving duplicate links in acknowledgement emails 
when they were added to multiple groups, and those groups were 
then set as diagram acknowledgers. 

NIMW-2458 The diagram scope list report was missing from the SAP Solution 
Manager export. 

NIMW-2517 

SR-714350 

If the SAP Solution Manager export was activated, an ElevateDB 401 
error message was being displayed when the user attempted to add 
an internal image as an attachment. 

NIMW-2565 

SR-729126 

SR-731838 

SR-734681 

SR-1237496 

SR-1242622 

Non ANSI character searches for document registry and action 
registry lists would not function correctly. 

NIMW-2566 

SR-730089 

The ‘object title’ field was appearing blank for items submitted to the 
batch server via the Web Server. 
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Key (ID SR) Description 

NIMW-2574 There was a thread safety issue in the Web Server caused by change 
request records being moved to a central location. 

NIMW-2698 An error message was being displayed when the status of a change 
request was updated, and the grid was set to group by a column 
with no values. 

NIMW-2739 Updating reviewers could cause review items to be deleted. 

NIMW-2746 

SR-733582 

If the SAP Solution Manager export was enabled, an error message 
was being displayed when the user attempted to copy and paste 
activity boxes. 

NIMW-2814 

SR-734401 

An error message was being displayed when unloading a packaged 
map with SAP Solution Manager export enabled. 

NIMW-2819 

SR-718419 

The batch server was not running as expected when a user 
attempted to run a scheduled report against a map they didn’t have 
access to. 

NIMW-2911 When upgrading to a slightly newer version of NimbusDbManager, 
the automatic opening of tables in PR sub folders was not behaving 
as expected. This was due to ElevateDB restricting some characters 
from session names. 

NIMW-2922 When exporting large amounts of data to a SQL database using the 
SQL Export utility, a ‘Query timeout expired’ error could arise. 

NIMW-2924 When a previously disabled or removed user account was recovered 
from Active Directory using LDAP, the user account would be 
restored but all their default settings would be removed. 

NIMW-2925 When moving maps an access violation error was displayed once the 
move has completed.  

NIMW-2929 

SR-739618 

Password reset notifications were not being delivered to some 
recipients or groups. 

NIMW-2936 

SR-716455 

SR-729809 

SR-713133 

Some completed change requests were showing as overdue despite 
being completed. 

NIMW-2937 There was a performance issue when updating diagram activity IDs. 
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Key (ID SR) Description 

NIMW-2941 

SR-719234 

The SSYNC task was not completing when dealing with a deleted 
map. 

NIMW-2942 Some users were receiving an error message when creating a 
storyboard acknowledgement on a master. 

NIMW-2943 TStoryboardCompiler was using a VCLZip component that was 
unsafe for Web Server usage. 

NIMW-2944 Documents were accessible from a diagram activity, despite being 
deleted from the Document Registry.  

NIMW-2987 Code added in v9.4.0 to allow for faster diagram deletion was 
causing the Web Server and other Nimbus applications to lock up. 

NIMW-2989 

SR-738289 

The SAP Solution Manager export for diagrams was incorrectly 
placing nodes in the exported file if they represented an activity that 
was a child of a variant diagram. 

NIMW-2991 

SR-738912 

There was an issue when cutting and pasting activities with the SAP 
Solution Manager export enabled. 

NIMW-2992 Functionality that allowed Nimbus Document Registry content to be 
exported in .html format was missing. 

NIMW-3027 

SR-738293 

The first line of a SAP Solution Manager export scope list was 
displaying incorrectly. This was caused by the system automatically 
adding a parent activity when exporting items on a variant diagram.   

NIMW-3034 Some circumstances would cause Nimbus processes to stop 

responding, when checking to see if a diagram had been “quick 

deleted”. 

NIMW-3076 An item that existed in the repository before migration to v9.4.0 
would remain visible in the Deletion Recovery Manager despite 
being deleted. 

NIMW-3116 There was an issue with the installers which has now been fixed. 

NIMW-3130 

SR-799199 

The ‘Review Action Notification’ link was pointing to the draft 
document even though the review was raised against a draft. 

NIMW-3181 

SR-727920 

Running the ‘Recurring Review’ report on the ‘Current diagram and 
lower levels’ was returning incorrect results. 

NIMW-3183 

SR-1236928 

Subscription emails were not being sent if the ‘Increment when draft 
is unlocked for editing (recommended)’ was switched on in System 
Options. 
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Key (ID SR) Description 

NIMW-3189 Incorrect use of the mutex was affecting SSYNC. 

NIMW-3193 The Web Server was becoming unresponsive if the ParentGUID was 
set to itself on the level 1 diagram.  

NIMW-3236 Storyboard hits were not being included in the web logs utility 
export. 

NIMW-3316 When exporting to SAP Solution Manager, activities containing 
variants do not set the STRUCTURE_ATTRIBUTE_C, 
STRUCTURE_ATTRIBUTE_L or COPY_ID values. 

NIMW-3345 

SR-1240855 

SR-1239995 

Users were experiencing issues when attempting to use the ‘Import 
and Remove Original’ drilldown function. 

NIMW-3363 

SR-1235745 

There was an issue relating to the date picker on Windows XP.  The 
year on all dates was defaulting to 2020. 

NIMW-3474 Some updates to the SQL Export table definitions added to v9.6.0, 
had not been applied to v10.0.0.  

 

Known Issues 

This section lists known issues in this release. 

Key Description 

NIMW-1422 Summary: Background images are occasionally not rendering 
correctly. 

Workaround: None. 

NIMW-1463 Summary: Administrators are able to access maps that are located in 
folders they do not have access to. 

Workaround: None. 
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Key Description 

NIMW-2920 Summary: When signing off an authorization in the Web Server for 
TIBCO Nimbus Maps, contributors cannot see the diagram audit 
details. 

Workaround: None. 

NIMW-3101 Summary: Workflow connections between process maps are not 
displaying as expected.  

Workaround: If the flowline link is marked as 'needs rebuilding' the 
SSync task should be run with the '-links' parameter (i.e. ssync.exe 
ssync.ini -links). This task will attempt to rebuild the links if possible, 
providing the draft diagram is not locked. For further information, 
please refer to chapter 7.8 of the TIBCO Nimbus Administration Guide. 

NIMW-3132 

SR-723819 

Summary: There are inconsistencies with date formatting in the Web 
Server. 

Workaround: None. 

NIMW-3179 

SR-744753 

Summary: When attempting to modify SAP metric links, the 
dropdown list will show each SAP entry twice. 

Workaround: None. 

NIMW-3349 

SR-1241921 

Summary: Following migration from v9.4.1 to v9.5.2.39, the text in 
activity boxes is appearing truncated. 

Workaround: Resize the activity box or text. 

NIMW-3535 

SR-1247340 

Summary: Change requests do not obey regional date format 
settings. 

Workaround: None 
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Key Description 

NIMW-3583 Summary: There is currently an issue on IE 11.0.9600.  When a user 
signs in to the installation for the first time, the icon images on the 
navigation bar are missing. They often become visible after 
navigating around, or refreshing the page. Any machine running IE 
11.633.10586 cannot reproduce this issue. 

Workaround: The user can log out and back in which sometimes 
fixes the issue. If the issue still persists, the browser (IE11) must have 
the security permission "Userdata Persistence" enabled. This can be 
achieved either by adding the Nimbus web URL into the list of 
Trusted Sites, or by enabling the specific security permission for the 
Internet Zone via the custom settings. 

NIMW-3586 Summary: When adding a new change request the default due date 
is in the past. For consistency with date inputs and ease of use, all 
due date inputs by default should be the current date. 

Workaround: None. 

NIMW-3626 Summary: If a user clicks undo a couple of times after completing the 
user tour, the example map replaces the user's current map. It doesn't 
allow redo to recover the user’s lost map. 

Workaround: None. 

NIMW-3639 Summary: The Storyboard player collaboration bar icons are not 
styled correctly. 

Workaround: None. 

NIMW-3675 

SR-739454 

Summary: Invalid time-stamp unpacking a map. 

Workaround: None. 

NIMW-3678 

SR-1236928 

Summary: Subscription emails are not sent when automatic version 
increment is set in diagrams. 

Workaround: None. 

NIMW-3679 

SR-1236928 

Summary: Subscription emails are not sent when automatic version 
increment is set in documents. 

Workaround: None. 
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Key Description 

NIMW-3682 Summary: Workflow connections between process maps are not 
displaying connectors. 

Workaround: None. 

NIMW-3687 Summary: It is not possible to create a storyboard on a map rendered 
in Modern mode. 

Workaround: None. 

NIMW-3688 Summary: When migrating Data PR from 9.6 to v10 the migration 
finishes successfully. The data can be opened and edited in Client 
and Web Server without issue. However, there is an access violation 
error within the migration log. 

Workaround: None. 

NIMG-2 Summary: Calendars have not been localized. 

Workaround: None. 

NIMG-80 Summary: Change request, Control Ref is automatically generated, 
however it contains Japanese characters. 

Workaround: None. 

NIMG-92 Summary: Some strings in Acknowledgments have not been 
externalized. 

Workaround: None. 

NIMG-93 Summary: Some strings in Authorization have not been externalized. 

Workaround: None. 

NIMG-101  

 

Summary: Importing Nimbus process diagram (Simplified XML) to 
TIBCO BusinessStudio may fail if the process diagram is exported 
from localized (German) Author Client. 
 
Workaround: Modify the translated element in the exported XML to 
the word "Simple" in English and re-import the diagram. For 
example, German)<DiagramType> Einfach</DiagramType>. 
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Key Description 

NIMG-117 Summary: Some strings in View notes in Authorization have not 
been externalized. 

Workaround: None. 

  

Minimum Recommended System Requirements 
This release of TIBCO Nimbus is tested with the following listed platforms and 
browsers using the latest available updates at the time of testing. To ensure 
compatibility your environment should meet the recommended requirements for 
the release being installed. Use of untested versions or alternative browsers may 
cause unknown issues and may not be supported. 

The following platforms are supported for the TIBCO Nimbus. 

For 64-bit environments, the TIBCO Nimbus suite runs in 32-bit 
compatibility mode. 

Author Client 

Operating System Supporting Versions Supported Processor 
Architecture 

Windows  

 

Windows 8 

Windows 8.1 

Windows 7 SP1 

Windows Server 2012 R2 

Windows Server 2008 R2 SP1 

x86, x64 

 

Citrix Citrix XenApp 6.5  

Web Server, Action Server, Business Intelligence Server, Batch 
Server, Performance Monitor Plug-in 

Operating System Supporting Versions Supported Processor 
Architecture 

Windows  
 

Windows Server 2012 R2 

Windows Server 2008 R2 SP1 

x86, x64 

 

For the Web Server running on Windows Server 2008 64-bit, the 
application pool must be running in 32-bit compatibility mode. 

 

Browser Support 
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The following browsers are supported for the standard Web Server and 
SharePoint: 

Internet Explorer 11 

Firefox 47.0.x 

The following browsers are also supported but have not been fully tested: 

Chrome 54.0.x 

Web Authoring is not available in IE8. 

SharePoint Support 

The following versions of SharePoint are supported: 

SharePoint 2013 SP3 (only works with the SharePoint 2010 template) 

SharePoint 2013 

SharePoint 2010  

SAP Solution Manager 

The following versions of SAP Solution Manager are supported: 

SAP Solution Manager 7.0 

SAP Solution Manager 4.0 

 

Office Integration Server 

The following versions are supported for the Office Integration Server: 

Office 2013/2013 Professional Plus 

The following versions are also supported but have not been fully tested: 

Office 2010 

Office 2003 

 

An installation of Microsoft Office is required. 

Language Support 

The following languages are available for the Nimbus Author Client (including 
the help): 
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English (US) 

French 

German 

Note: When installing the Nimbus Author Client, the language of the server will 
dictate which language version of the Author Client is installed. If the language 
of the server is not supported then the English (US) version will be installed. 

The following languages packs are included for the Web Server: 

English (US) 

English (UK) 

German 

French 

Spanish 

Brazilian Portuguese 

Dutch 

Swedish 

Turkish 

 

Supported Versions 

Nimbus Control 9.1.0 and subsequent versions are currently supported.  

Withdrawal of Software 

The following versions will not be supported from the following dates: 

Software Version Withdrawal Date 

Nimbus Control 9.1 30th June 2017 

 


